EDITORIAL
By the time this issue of Fumble
Newszine
comes
out,
a
day
synonymous with love and WarpCon
2018 will have come and gone. A new
year is well into its second month and
the countdown to NEXTCON has
begun in earnest. Of course, I am still
looking for new friends as most of those
in the current ‘clique’ are bordering on
useless with regards to promoting any
endeavour – be it for BDP, KOMY or
for the occasional plug on a solitary title
release. Not all of those concerned, I
must say, but most of our readers
appear oblivious to any effort employed
to bring a degree of fame or infamy to
the publications we produce. Sigh, rant,
moan, rant some more, breathe and...
over it now.
The world is changing and so too is
my perspective on life. This may yet
prove to be a landmark year and before
you read too much into that, no further
information will be forthcoming at this
time. Consider it a teaser.
The Knights of Misspent Youth have
now been around for a significant part
of my life and while the group has had
its problems, the very fact that it
endured so long is probably a testament
to some feat in life. The effort to
maintain ties in any friendship can often
seem daunting, but in the end, such
requires some commonality to endure
the test of time. There is always
something or someone who keeps it all
together. Remember that when you
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blink and wonder if the silence means a
waning in interest. Try not to take it for
granted. If you had to ask yourself right
now what is going on in every friend’s
life, would you know the answer? The
pressures of life are always there, but
sometimes it is the moments we share
that make it all worthwhile. Think about
that for a while. What matters most?
What can you do without? Where will
you be ten years from now without
KOMY? Will it still matter?
The great experiment in diversification
into other genre that began with
Immoral Dawn and continued with DE
CORK BOIs is still just that – a test to
see if expanding into new literary
avenues will help to promote Bad Dog
Publishing. The titles have had a mixed
reaction, but with the latter, there has
been some media interest. Reviews are
still needed to help the publications
reach a bigger audience, but I am sure
these will come with time.
So, until next issue – buy the books;
read, review and promote... you get the
idea.

Master Sage
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Dear Ger,

Welcome to the Letters page, where we
review comments, answer the questions
posed, and provide advice to all of our
readers’ queries.
Dear BDP/Fumble,
I am writing to you instead of info@bdp
as I think other Knightshade Players
might be interested.
Thank you for producing the Initiate’s
Tome in Kindle format. While I and
members of my group have hard copies
of the book, and some of us prefer the
look and feel of gaming manuals, an
e-version will be handy when travelling
i.e. to conventions, as a space saver.
This will be especially true for GMs
who usually travel with more game
equipment / baggage than Players;
figures, props etc. People will still
bring books but as a GM I will have
more space behind the screen, but being
old school I will probably bring my
book anyway.
While I will continue to use books in
my games I do think that e-readers have
a place in the game world and look
forward to future publications, in both
formats.
Thank you.
Ger.

Thank you for your kind words, and I
am glad that you like the Kindle version
of KST01: The Initiate’s Tome. We are
working to release a Kindle Version of
KST02: The Grandmaster’s Tome in
2018, and completing work on the final
two books in the Knightshade series,
KST03: The Loremaster’s Tome and
KST04: The Questmaster’s Tome, both
of which will also see a release on
Kindle. Yes, I too prefer to have my
books with me when playing at
conventions but I do like the Kindle
version as it allows me to search the
title quickly for any rule clarifications I
need during a game.
Please send letters and submissions to:
Bad Dog Publishing (C/O The Kennel),
16 Killreendowney Avenue,
Ballyphehane, Cork,
T12 H9X5, Ireland.
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.
php/contact-us/submissions/
Alternatively you can e-mail:
submissions@baddogpublishing.ie
© Bad Dog Publishing 2017
Produced and Distributed by:
Bad Dog Publishing
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.
php/publications-2/newszine/
Follow us on Twitter and Instagram @BDPubL
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Wednesday, October 25, 2017
Knightshade RPG
KS05 Wrath of the Dove Part II

This time around we are continuing our
brief look behind the scenes at
Knightshade the Role Playing Game
(RPG), specifically the games run in the
months of October and November.
Cast of Characters:
Michael O’Mahony - Ricardo Montebane
Bryan Hegarty – Hudron Pharr
MJ Heffernan – Terribus Gherkin
Fergal Moore – Milford Prime
Dane O’Shea – Verbose Prenderghast
Luke O’Shea – Hardigan Prenderghast
Non-Persona – Rebecca Reis
Non-Persona – Pegrina of Lenica
Non-Persona – Lorenthirr
Martin Mason – Alatoff Barrowdark
Paul Mason – Hayzeus Prenderghast
Eoin Moloney – Fhonwright Carinstein
Alan Kelly – Wicketley Phessel

Wednesday, October 04, 2017
Knightshade RPG
KS05 Wrath of the Dove Part I
As Pegrina and Aaron departed for
Lenica, a harsh winter had left the
Characters hungry and in sore need of
sustenance. This marked the beginning
of a journey that had been put on hold
for too long. With a frugal beginning,
they set out to journey to the Tower of
Wrath, the stronghold of the High
Castellan of the Order of the Knights of
the Dove, encountering Plague Zombies
en route. Progress was slow as the
Characters were forced to forage and
hunt along the way.
IGNORE
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The Characters encountered Revus the
Hermit and saved him from a herd of
Plague Zombies. The weather tool a bad
turn and they sought refuge in a large
cave at the foot of the mountains. Revus
had contracted the plague and Terribus
was forced to put him out of his misery.
They were not let rest for long before
being attacked by a Stone Golem
protecting a secret laboratory. The
creature crushed both of Hayzeus’ arms,
rendering him unconscious.
Wednesday, November 08, 2017
Knightshade RPG
KS05 Wrath of the Dove Part III
The secret laboratory beckoned but
there was something in this place that
drew metal to it – a magnetic pull that
grew increasingly stronger the further
into the mountain the Characters
ventured. While Verbose and Wicketley
initially scouted the place using the
Shadow Mage’s ‘Shadow Carpet’ spell,
it was Milford who discovered the
magnetic effect in full force, and with
tragic consequences to his armour and
other metal objects on his person. He
escaped with his life, but that which he
unleashed could not be contained
without another sacrifice by Milford,
the enchanted shield he carried with
him since the Tomb of Arloth.
NEXT FUMBLE DUE
Thursday, May 15, 2018. (ALL
SUBMISSIONS to be in by COB on
Friday, April 20, 2018.

THE GMs GUIDE
KNIGHTSHADE RPG
FREQUENTY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs).

Can you play a race other than human
in Knightshade?
Yes, but only if such is permitted by the
Grandmaster (GM). At this stage, only
Elf Characters are permitted as most of
the other creatures in Knightshade
would not support interaction in what is
a predominately human world. Even if a
GM is not using Ayre as a Campaign
World, the Knightshade rules are geared
towards a human dominance. The rules
for creating an Elf Character can be
found in KST02: The Grandmaster’s
Tome.
Does Knightshade permit the use of
multi-profession characters, and if not,
will this option be added in a future
release?
No. However, Characters can learn the
Talents of other Professions within
reason, though it costs twice the status
points to take a Talent that is not
associated with the Character’s
Profession.
The rules changed to make the
Ambidexterity Talent an option only at
Rank 0. How does this affect those
characters who took the Talent later
before the rule change?
While this is largely up to the GM,
Player’s should not be penalised for any

rule change after the fact. Therefore it is
recommended that no change be
imposed for existing Characters who
have taken the Ambidexterity Talent at
a Rank other than 0. However, the rule
should be imposed from that point
forward.
How do I parry an attack in
Knightshade and what is my ability to
do so?
You can parry an attack using your
weapon skill. For most Characters this
affords only one opportunity to do so. If
a Character has multiple attacks, such
as with the Ambidexterity Talent, or is
using Two-Weapon fighting, or is at a
higher skill and had the Weapon
Mastery Talent, these attacks can be
used as a parry. With the Ambidexterity
Talent, while fighting with two
weapons, a Character could parry up to
four times in a Combat Action Round.
Some of the spells used in Knightshade
seem too powerful for beginning
Characters. Is there a way to limit the
power of these spells?
Yes. Firstly, the GM decides the spells
available in a story. Secondly, a rule
can be applied to all spells that these
will not affect anyone deemed five
Ranks or more higher than the
Character casting a spell.
If you have other questions about
Knightshade the Role Playing Game,
please use a subject line ‘Knightshade
Questions’ and submit same to
info@baddogpublishing.ie
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A voice whispered from the darkness,
but perhaps I am only imagining the
voice and it’s really me speaking to me
from the depths of my own mind.
‘There’s always suicide.’ I offer a wry
smile that plays to a self-absorbed
humour closed within a shell of forlorn
hope that stirs a memory, one that is as
bitter as it is pointless. It’s cold now. I
used to feel it in my toes more than
anywhere else but perhaps that too is
nothing but a fleeting memory. I don’t
feel it anymore. I am sitting here
watching the world go by and I can
scarcely believe how much of my old
life has disappeared. The world is
different now, but it clings to shades of
a past that I recognise. I see it like a
reflection or an accusation in those who
pass me by and fail to acknowledge that
I was someone once. I see pity in their
eyes, mostly from those who are not
from here – or from the few who have
never known what it is to fall so far. I
also see scorn, from those who cannot
comprehend how I came to be here; and
resentment immersed in a callous denial
of any recognition. I’m old now. My
name is... was... John, though I don’t
quite remember my surname. I had a
family once, though that is not quite
correct – I am sure that I still have a
family somewhere. They are absent,
removed from any possibility of feeling.
Perhaps they gave up on me. Perhaps

they do not want to know me. I am a
symbol of failure, theirs or mine, it
hardly matters. I spent so many nights
sleeping in a recess on a street that was
significant once but I don’t remember
how or why I came to be here. I cannot
clearly remember a time when I had a
bed to sleep in, though I do recall
having one. That was a different life, a
dream from the past, far removed from
the one I know is real. I did not live
here. I survived. Each and every day I
found a way to last the night in a city
that had lost its heart so long ago. I see
other things... things that move in the
shadows far more dangerous than the
enmity of a city that forfeited any
divine inclination to those who care
only for wealth, power and fame. They
believe in the significance of such
things, but I know better. Reality is
beyond the comprehension of those
who still cling to a perception of hope. I
am beginning to remember feelings the
longer I stay here, watching from the
shadows as the people move in haste to
a living world that slips by too fast for
them to ever catch a breath. Soon, it
will be too late. It is always too late to
chase the moments that can never come
again. I am clinging to fleeting whispers
of a life that is not mine to live. Even
this stirs a thought in me. You know
that moment when you are almost
asleep, irritatingly desperate to the let
the world slip away so you can give into
the need for your body and mind to rest
– but you can’t because you can still
hear the noises all around you,
amplified in the background, too loud to
let you sleep, too low to give you any
real insight into the truth behind what
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you are hearing. This is the time when
there is a fleeting cognizance that defies
reason, when you hear things that you
never reach in any other moment of
lucidity, when the silence offers another
level of awareness that almost drives
you mad. Your head hurts. Your body
twitches to a cacophony of subtle
disturbances that touch wakefulness in a
way that makes every noise reverberate
like a scream to keep you from falling
asleep. People speak in disturbingly
loud whispers, or they reveal something
of who they really are in the belief that
they are safe indoors and will not be
heard, but the sounds reach out into the
night and wake me. They call me back
to awareness. A child crying. The
anguish rises over the city, carelessly
passing out an open window to
reverberate down to the lower depths
where an aching, ailing body lurches in
torment, the lament of age and fatigue
all at once too much to bear. I am drawn
to the moment, freed from a
confinement in a place that offers
nothing to stimulate a mind that once
burned with such... hunger. I did not
want to be there. I wanted to be in a
place where the voices offered more
than just the lament of a life that beat
joy into submission and languished pain
on innocence. I have never found such a
place in life and know now that I never
will. I don’t deserve it. Happiness is
something for other people, those who
can close their minds to the myriad of
thoughts that lead inevitably to despair.
The reality of the world is
overwhelming. It is the hunger to
possess that consumes all hope. It is the
need to be perceived as being more than

an inane soul traversing a world that no
longer cares enough to look deeper into
the mire to know that even the lowliest
form serves a purpose, but not I. My
body is slumped against a wall that
offers the only support to keep me from
slipping to a final acceptance of a fate
that cannot be undone.
A shadow crosses my view and I
scowl at the deliberateness of an
interference that is not welcome. The
stranger demands my attention without
uttering a word. He is a big man, over
six feet tall, with broad shoulders and
hands that look like two gnarly
hammers. They are ugly hands, forged
in a life that once had meaning. The
beauty rests in the toil they endured in
caring for those who needed his
perseverance. His face is as unreadable
as granite but there is something in the
eyes that betray a deeper understanding
than I deserve. I know this man has
come for me even before I raise my
tired head to look into those soulful
eyes. I am not permitted to be here.
‘I just want to stay a while and listen
to the people,’ I pleaded.
The man sighed and offered a frown
of sad resignation. He did not want to
take me back but he had no choice. I
really did not want to be a bother but
the emptiness of where I am forced to
dwell makes me ache with feelings that
are all too familiar.
‘I know, John,’ offers the stranger.
‘But you’re dead, and there are rules. I
have to take you back. This is not your
body. This is not your life. Maybe when
you have served your time, you can be
among people again.’
A lie. The man couldn’t promise
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that. It was a futile attempt at appeasing
him. John knew deep down that he had
to pay for what he had done. They all
had to pay in some way. Still, in
contrast to his rough demeanour, his
voice proved softer than expected...
disarming.
‘Leave the body be, John. It will be
much easier if you just jump into me
and I will take you back. There are
worse places than where you are forced
to remain. I know you’re lonely, but
that is part of the penance you must
endure. If you escape again he might
not be so forgiving.’
John knew that too was a lie. He had
escaped twenty-seven times in the last
millennium and forgiveness was always
forthcoming. It was almost as if John
had been afforded moments of reprieve
when his loneliness became too much to
bear – not for him, but for those who
kept him confined. The relief had been
for his gaolers. His penance had not yet
been fulfilled; seven times the extent of
that which he had forfeited, plus one
more lifetime for each life that had
never been realised because of his
fatalistic act. He had taken his own life,
extinguished that which he should have
valued. If he had not ended his
existence in a moment of abject despair,
he would have lived to be eighty-six
years old. He would have had two more
sons and a daughter. They would have
had six children between them, who in
turn would had had twelve more, who
in turn... well the cycle was long and
the price had been too much to pay.
This was not his time now. His past had
begun and ended so long ago. A dying
soul drew him from the lament in a

place that existed in perpetuity. He was
a vagrant spirit from a past that seemed
hopelessly lost to a measure of time that
had long faded in any relevance or
meaning. His vacant existence never
changed unless he forced his way into a
living world. A suicide in particular
opened a fragile rift that he could
squeeze through. It gave him a moment
to escape the weight of his own despair
when he could form a thought to exist
in the here and now by substituting the
waning soul with his own for a short
time. The living world was no longer a
place he truly recognised and could
never be a part of again, but he really
did only want to come here from time to
time to listen to the people...

BLAST FROM THE PAST
So, I am sure you noticed the cover of
this issue – a Knight artistically
rendered in six aspects of a transition
from a bearded wonder to clean shaven,
but what was he like in the past?

Sir Shane of Walshe
GEN CON UK 1993...
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Planned Events: Maritime Museum &
Beatles Museum – Visit to Albert Dock
(2-3 Hours) @ 11:00 followed by
afternoon drinks.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in O’Neill’s, followed
by drinks.
Saturday, May 26th
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Weatherspoon’s.
NEXTCON 2018
Location: Liverpool
May 23 – 28, 2018
Wednesday, May 23rd
Depart Cork to Manchester @ 07:00
(arriving @ 08:35). Private Shuttle from
Manchester to Liverpool (arriving @
09:30ish). Drop Bags at Premier Inn
Moorfields.
Breakfast @ 10:30 in The North
Western Weatherspoon’s.
Planned Events: Cards & Board Games
– All Day. Check into Premier Inn
along the way.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in the Club House.
Drinks in the Club House and
Wetherspoon’s.
Thursday, May 24th
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoon’s.
Planned Events: Visit to the World
Museum @ 11:00 (2-3 Hours).
Cinema in the afternoon – Movie TBA
– Odeon IMAX Liverpool One.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in Wetherspoon’s –
Curry Night! – followed by drinks.
Friday, May 25th
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoon’s.
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Planned Events: Visit to the Comic
Book & Games Stores (2-3 Hours) @
11:00.
World’s Apart
Graphic novel and comic store with
merchandise and T-shirts plus character
figures and toys.
Lime Court, 58-60 Lime St
The Liverpool Comic Shop
Grand Central Hall (Quiggins)
35 Renshaw St
Forbidden Planet
Specialist chain selling cult sci-fi books,
comics and collectibles, plus action
figures and toys.
92 Bold St
Dinner: @ 19:00 in Tai Pan, Chinese
City Buffet or equivalent followed by
drinks in The Club House, O’Neill’s
and Wetherspoon’s.
Sunday, May 27th
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoon’s.
Cinema in the morning – Movie TBA –
Odeon IMAX Liverpool One.
Monday, May 28th
Breakfast @09:30 in Wetherspoon’s.
Brunch in Wetherspoon’s or O’Neill’s.
Flight to Cork @ 15:15 (arriving @
16:25).

FUMBLING
VOLUMES ONE & TWO
By Michael O’Mahony
Fumbling, Volumes 1 and 2, are the
first Graphic Novels from Bad Dog
Publishing, by the Author William
Anthony Shea. The books follow the
adventures/lives of the Trolls who work
at Bad Dog Publishing.
The Trolls are gaming enthusiasts and
their game nights are usually overseen
by their Gamesmaster (and employer)
Master Sage, or MS.
At the start of Vol. 1 the Trolls, warts
and all, are introduced to the reader, and
over the course of the novels with, in
Wimpy’s case, the help of his girlfriend
Harriet, their characters will evolve in
the stories. Some of the Trolls however,
may be beyond help.
Their personal lives, coupled with their
need to annually attend gaming
conventions, like BestCon, may not, in
at least one case, always be understood
by their girlfriends and can lead to
friction, as will forgetting Valentine’s
day of course. Ouch! There are in fact
times in the beginning where the Trolls
are more at home in their imaginations
than in the real world.
Then there are the games they play, not
IGNORE

always successfully, much to the
annoyance of MS, and some stories
within a game session are viewed both
from the perspective of the players and
from the characters they play, providing
an ‘insight’ into the mindset of the
players.
The Trolls personalities at times even
bleed into their characters personas, and
especially in the case of Julius in the
guise of special Agent Adam
Westerlind (Department X RPG), it can
be hard to separate the two.
At the end of Volume 1 the Girlfriends
take part in a photo shoot for Wimpy’s
Babes
of
Fumbling Photoshoot
(Calendar). And… well, it is an
interesting article. But if you find it in
any way ‘sexist’, buy Volume 2 for its
nemesis, ‘Webster’s Troll Calendar
Photoshoot.’
The stories within may be a reflection
of occurrences in a game session,
however, some poetic licence is taken.
Authors and GMs are inclined to be
inventive and… well nothing can really
detract from a good story. But if things
do go awry, games based in Department
X RPG
help
to
prove the
resourcefulness of players when things
go wrong.
The artwork for Fumbling is done in an
original way providing a change from
the format of other graphic novels and
adds to the depiction of the Trolls in
their various guises, both within and
outside the games they play.
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A PREVIEW OF FUMBLING VOLUME THREE - Department X:
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Bite of the Ghoul
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W

elcome to one and all.

It is nice to see our games back in full swing after our seasonal break. It was good
to see Sir Martin back running a game whilst he was visiting our green isle.
Welcome home young sir. It is good to give Sir Liam get a little break now and
again. He deserves the odd break. Going to the local tavern for our cards night has
been very popular with the active knights and seem to have been quite successful.
We had a Joes night during the holidays. This is a very old tradition that the veteran
Knights would have all remembered. It was great to see the younger Knights being
introduced to some of the old ways. Long may this tradition continue.
Our manage is now running for 20/21 weeks so I will be hoping that all of the
Knights are up to date with their taxes. We are only 17 or maybe 18 weeks out
from NextCon. I would like to take this opportunity to remind you all that you will
need to get your EHIC card and travel insurance up to date before our travel dates.
Meanwhile I do hope that you all enjoyed WarpCon (26TH TO 28TH
January).They are now in their 28th year. It is a convention that seems to run from
strength to strength. Well done to the team above in UCC.
I would like to wish all of our Knights and their families a healthy, happy, joyful
and prosperous 2018.

SENESCHAL

SIR BRYAN OF HEGARTY
NOTE: Please review the Schedule on page 16 to be mindful of Manage and Game
dates, as well as forthcoming special events. The calendar will be updated
periodically here:
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/the-knights-of-misspent-youth/gamesevents-calendar/
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